Introduction and results
The iteration theory of Fatou and Julia applies to analytic maps /: D -: D where the domain D is contained in Ö, and introduces the sets N(f): {z: z e D,(/") it a normal family in some neighbourhood of z) and a Julia set J(f) : D -If(/). In 1953, Rådström [10] showed that, to obtain interesting results, it is necessary to assume / not to be a Moebius transformation and the complement of. D to consist of at most two points. One ") f(r) : lezn, k + o, n eZ-{0,+L}, 0 fQ): exp(G(z)), G tot-"onstant entire, ") f(r): z-n exp(c(z)), G non-constant entire, d) f(r):z*exp(F(r-')+G(r)), F, G non-constantentire, me z. Note that (a) and (b) belong to cases I and II, respectively, and for k > 2 and f of type (c) we have /* of type (d) .
In this paper we consider the dynamics of functions of class III(d), denoted by R. This class of functions was first discussed by Rådström [10] and next by Baker [1] , Bhattacharyya [3] , Keen [6, 7] , Kotus [8] and Makienko [9] .
For / € R, the Julia set /(/) is a non-empty perfect subset of C* and also completely invariant, i.e. f (J(f)) : f-t(J(f)): J(f) and "r(/e) : J(f) f.or p € N (see [10] ., be compact subsets of C* with the oo as n -» oo and 2 max {lrl , Let wn e Kn, zn e Ln, €n ) 0 and the function h be analytic on U?:rK"U UZtLn. Then there exist non-constant entire functions F, G such that g(z):
followirrg lemma.
(i) Kn, Ln are simply-connected for every n; (ii) Kn)K*-A and Ln)L*--0 for n#m; It follows from (6) that the series g : DLr gn converges uniformly on the compact subsets of C* and defines a function g: C* + C of the fortr-g(z) : F(r-') + G(z). Next, (a) and (5) imply (1) (11), (12) and (17) 
Proof of Theorem L
We first construct an example of a function "f € 7l which has wandering components Dr of ff(/) such that /" -» oo in D*,le,ra € N.
Define En:10-2-3, n € N, and ?r :0, n2: €t,t Tn: »;=l 2-n*k*L"o for n > 2rso rTnqt: f,n,.*er. Write c1 :2,, cn:2c-n-L, n € N and, further, a7 : 1, å1 : 2, an : ?"r-, and år, : c2n-t for n ) 1 Thus there is a function g: C* * C, g(z) : F(z-r) + ep1 where F and G are non-constant entire functions such that ( 18) here 6n is a small positive check that if ( 1e) number. Analogously the proof of Theorem 3 one can 6n -1og(1 + F")*i€n, where Hn ) 0 an.d p,n -* 0, then expg(L") C Ln+r for n € N. By (18) and (19) for z e Ln, lRee(z) -Re ä(z)l < log(1 + p,).
So
Ptes(z) < Reä(z) * log(1 + p,)< log(c,lzltlzQ * p)) <logc*lcf;-rl'l'(t + p*) <logc2n: log ä,,-.,.1 and R.g(") > Reä(z) -log(1 + p,) > log(c,lzll /'(t -pt")) > logc,Ifc.-1lL/21L-t',,) > log]c,,: logo,,+r. Thusfor z€Lo (20) Also by (18) and (19) This and Lemma 9 imply that all Nzn-r and trfz, are different components of N(/).
Proof of Theorem 2
Toconstruct thisexample,firstfix e and q suchthat 0 < € < å, t a q < 2rl, .
Consider a sequence rr, 0 S n < oo, such that 0 < rn < *rn-rt rt : 1r2r..., g-lsoSsrS gso, Dn*l.
We shall prove that 0SiSk-L<-n. Moreover, n-l n-7 nc J-b<".
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